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Higher Educatiorfand Government:
Mutual Expectations and Responsibilities

[Note: This edition of Regional Spotlight de-
parts from its usual format to reproduce a major
excerpt from an address delivered by former
Florida Governor LeRoy Collins at the 30th an-
niversary meeting, of the Southern Regional Edu-
cation Boarcn Key Biscayne. Florida,- onlune 7,
1978.]

The central reason this Southern interstate ef-
fort has been so effective is its insistence
upon, and loyalty to, the concept of a partner-
ship of government and higher education
leadership. In reflecting on the mutual expec-
tation's and responsibilities of higher educa-
tion and government, I must comment briefly
on my experience with our interstate compact
which for 30 years has been reinforcing thiS
two-way relationship.

My association with SREB began in the fall
of 1954 when, as a state senator, I participated
in its third.annual,Legislative ork Confer-
ence in Houston. Orie of th spe rs, I recall,
made a dramatic cresentation in which he
predicted .the great growth needs just ahead
for improveMents in higher education in our
region
quite fitting that during this 30th'snniversary
meeting' that same man, John Folger, who
later served for some years as a staff member
of SREB, will be reviewing the highlights of
the South's tremendous achievements in
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higher education which followed, and which,
in large measure, he foresaw.

That Houston conference also spotlighted
Florida for its efforts to plan for the phenom-
enal growth that was on the horizon for all
levels of education. Dr. A. J. Brumbaugh, who
directed the Council for the Study of Higher
Education in Florida, and who later was to
join the SREB staff, emphasized to the legis-
lators in attendance that simply by counting
existing enrollments in our elementary and
high schools, we tiould see the tide of chil-
dren coming in. Fre directed attention to the
necessity to move forward quickly and effec-
tively to expand our higher education compe-
tence, both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Long-Range Statewide Planning
Following these presentations, the confer-

ence voted unanimously to urge each state in
the region to begin a study of its future needs
in higher education. That was not the first
time, nor was it the last, that a forum held
under SREB auspices helped us in Florida to

811 08 :8 118: .8:'

statewide planning.
At a number of critical junctures in the past

30 years, SREB has brought together legis-
lators, governors, educators and other public
leaders seeking and finding directions for the

After a career in the Florida House and Senate, LeRoy Collins served as governor of Florida
from 1955 to 1961. Governor Collins was chairman of the Southern Regional Education Board

,-frpm 1955 to 1957 and a member of the 1961 SREB Commission_dn Goals for Higher Education
in the South. While governor of Florida. he was chairman of both the. Southern Governors'
Conference and the National Governors' Conference. After leaving office in 1961, he became
president of the National. Association of Broadcasters, and in 1964 was appointed by PreNdent
Johnson -to be director of the Community Relations Service and later to be undersecretary-of '
Commerce. Most recently. he has served on the Florida Constitution Revision Commission.
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future of our colleges and universities. The
key to the Board's continued success over the
years has been that these deliberations have
melded the thinking and cooperation of all
who have shared responsibility for leadership
in the decision-making process.

My experience with SREB greatly
broadened while serving as governor from
1955-1961. I then became one of our state's

"Perhaps the most fundamen-
tal contribution of this goals
commission was its insistence
... that the region assess its
needs and Dbjectives by na-
tional standards of quality and
opportunity, and not by sec-
tional benchmarks." ,

members of the first interstate compact to ad-
vance higher education, and the next summg
I was honored by eleCtion to the chairmair-
ship of SREB. an office- I held through the
summer of 1957. During that period I gained
a greater appreciation for the good sense rep-
resented by the regional approach to common
problems. I am not so sure thatstirred SREB.
but it sure stirred me. and Ibecame more
deeply cofTerned about improving the utility
of our own institutional and state-level' re-
search in higher education. SREB was ex-
tremely helpful to us at this point through a
foundation-supported program of informa-
tion services and consultation.

Regional Goals for Higher Education
After leaving the governor's office in the

first days of 1961.1 was privileged to serve as
a member of SREB's special Commission on
Goals for Higher Education in the South. Our
mission was to draw up an agenda for the
improvement and, advancement of our CQI-
16ges and universities, with Qommon direc-
tions to achieve a better future for the entire
region.- The five basic goals which came from
this effort are. I believe. still valid. and many
of the steps which_ the comrnissiort suggested
far achieving them have beep taken over the
vast decade and a half by our states.

Perhaps the most fundamental contribution
of this goals commission was its insistence. at

a very difficult time in our history, that the
region assess its needs and objectives by na-
tional standards of quality and opportunity.
and not by sectional benchmarks. In the years
since the goals were enunciated, the efforts to
adhere to such national standards may well
have been the most important single factor in
our educational progre.ss.

Coming to more modern times, in 1976
SREB took another step. a logical one, to

'identify the critical concerns demanding re-
gional attention in the future. With the advice
and assistar\ce of members of the Board. its
Legislative Advisory Council. institutional
leaders, and other individuals and panels.
SREB a position statement on t.
Pribriffes for Postsecondary Education in the
South. I understand that the nine priorities
defined in that document have assisted in di-
recting state and regional planning attention
to matters of critical. import to the future of
higher education.

The cortibination of focusing attention on
long-range issues in higher education. and
assisting in the solution of day-to-day prob-
lems. is obviously, one reason that SREB has
achieved the success for which we all have
every reason to take pride on this anniver-
sary.

In the South particularly, where there is not
the enormous private endowment support of
some other regions. the future of higher edu-
cation has had to be the concern of govern-
ment; and the future of government has hail
to be the concern of higher education. What
are some .of the.. elements-of this' interdepen-
dence?

Expanding Opportunity
k'irst. I believe we must insist that govern-

meYtt and higher education each provide the
fullest opportunity for all citizens to partici-
pate. Out record on this point has not been
the best. but the recent progress we have
made in the South has been rapid and sure. In
government. the poll tax and "literacy tests"
for Voting are gone. Courthouse politics gnd
ba oom deals have increasingly given way
toWat we in Florida call "government in the
sunshine.", Apportionment changes in -local
and state government units are making it pos-
sible for persons of all ethnic and racial
backgrounds not only to vote. but to be
elected.

In Florida our recent constitution revision



commission also has called for single
member legislative districting. This-action. if
approved by the people. seems certain to re-
sult in more minority members in our State
legislature. Some of our other Southern states
are far ahead of us in this reform.

In higher education. moneyor rasher lack,
of itis no longer an insurmountable obsta-
cle keeping ambitious students who, are poor.
out of college. Student choice of a college or
university for undergraduate training is now
just that. and is no longer a matter of assign-
ment for reasons of race or color. Today, a-
black high school graduate is increasingly as
likely to attend college as his white counter-.
part; and higher education of the few has
been replaced by a commitment to provide
education beyond high schoollor all who can
benefit from it.

This has become symbolized by our great
community college programs. which I think
have been the single most important institu-
tional development in public education in
our. lifetime. There is nothing which has
given me greater pride from my service as
governor than that, in those years. we built
and put in operation 23 community colleges
throughout Florida.

I don't suggest that either government or
higher education has solved all its opportu-
nityproblems. While minorities are well rep-
resented on voter registration rolls. they are
still underrepresented in city halls and legis-
lative -chambers. Our university graduate
programs, faculties and administrations still
have to do more in fully including minorities,
but-I-43m convinced that continued progress
on this front is 'hound to come.
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Societal Problem-Solving
Government and higher education have:

mutual expectations and responsibilities- in
tackling problems in our society.

We are frustrated by problems in our welfare
',system. our nation's struggle with alcohol and
crugs. the declining stability of the home and
family in American life. crime, and inflation.
These are prOblems we expect our govern-
ments to face directly. and for'higher education
to influence strongly.

Institutionally higher education cannot'
concoct answers Wall of society's problems:
perhaps we thought it could in those-buoyant
Years following Sputnik. While indispens-
able to a free society. higher education-is-not
a panacea. However, higher education does
have a responsibility to assist government in-
addressing problems of our complex world. -
as SREB noted with strong emphasis in its
recent priorities -statement:

In areas of science and technology. that
helping link is clear. University graduates_
and faculty researchers are helping to clean
up, our water and air. responding CO our
changing energy needs. increasing food pro-
duction. improving health. and prolonging
life itself.

In terms of other huinan services the link is
also there. b t meeting needs related pri-
marily, to .attifb.des and individual personal
develop ent is not- so easily .describkd or
meas ed. Yet. it is in this area of personal

1
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diwelopment that the university's strength is.
in fact; most pervasive and indispensable.

Academic Freedom
While government can expect higher educa-

tion to--help address sdciety's problems. higher
education can 'expect government to permit.
and in fact encourage, the pursuit of truth
wherever it leads. This is higher education's
underpinning of integrity. In.the abstract we all
can support academic freedom, the pursuit of
truth and knowledge. freedom of inquiry. But
in a nation divided?on issues of abortion, the
deathepenalty, biogenetic research and the uses
of nuclear power. the issues,of free inquiry can
quickly become more concrete than-, abstract.

These and other equally controversial -issues
will continue to be, debated on our college
campuses. and no matter how great the tempta-
tion of government to bring the majority will of
the moment to bear on the academic world, this
would be wrong. In this regard our universities
play a role that no other institution can, and
regarslless of how irritated we may be some-
times with distasteful happenings on a univer-
sity campus. trying to control those activities
through government coercion would be a mis-
take. unless., of course. the activities were in
fact unlawful.

Competencies of College- Graduates
The public through its government has

good reason to expect the higher education



experience to produce graduates having cer-
tain abilitiesbeyond that of the three R's. I
would quickly add. The college experience
should develop the ability for persons to
make discerning judgments as citizens. They
should be seekers of twth and beauty and
courage. They should be able to reason and
think critically and to express well their
thoughts. The college experience should give
each graduate broadened perspectives. They
should gain a firm moral sensibility, and ap-
preciation for the human values of mutual re-
spect. cooperation. and integrity. T-hey
should also have a thorough knowledge of
our form of government. know the meaning
of public trust, and the strengths and weak-
nesses of our legal and economic systems.
They should understand the stimulation of
achieving, and the need for strong motivation
as they pursue their opportuhities.

The time has come for higher education to
scrutinize its undergraduate degree programs
to make sure that t ey are meeting these ex-
pectations of society. nd I am glad to see that
SREB has cabled for su affirmative redefini-
tion of baccalaureate e cation in its state-
ment on future priorities.

Public' School Competency Testing
One Cannot speak about the proficiency

which college graduates should have without
reflecting on the current demand for compe-
tence testing in our public schools. Certainly
the public sho-Ed expeCt high. school
graduates to have mastered tliie basic tools of

5

Former Florida Governor LeRoy Collins is shown here
addressing a dinner at the 30th anniversary meeting of
the Southern Regional Education Board on June 7.
1978, in Key Biscayne. Florida.

reading and writing and arithmetic. It is even
more important that teachers who are trained
for positions in our schools should have. mas-
tered these skills. But people come to bloom
intellectually at different times and under dif-
ferent circumstances. and certainly one test
score derived at one particular time may not
in itself be a definitive and sufficiently reli-
able measure in limiting a student's future
opportunities, though this does occur in
some European and Asian nations.

Shouldn't we be exploring the vital ques-
tion of testing on a far broader basis than ar-
guing about the merits and limitations of a
twelfth grade test alone? Why not make it a
continuing process from grade 1 through 12?

,Total College Enrollment as a Percent of Population.18-24, By Sex, 1951-1986
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(I think our Department of Education in
Florida is looking in this direction.) Testing
is not an end. It is a means for determining
more effectively when needs for additional
assistance do or do not exist. So, follow-up
questions, such as what can or should we cid!s
to assist students to overcome the deficien-
cies disclosed. are inescapable. And we will
leave the job undone unless we follow up by
providing that assistance where it is in fact
needed.

Fiscal Responsibilities
Finance is another area of mutual expecta-

tions and responsibilities for government and
higher education. Government should expect
higher education institutions to be managed
efficiently, recognizing that efficiency can be
manifested in different ways in different so-
cial institutions.

Government has every right to expect
higher education to be accountal?le. both in
terms of the normal, good business. financial
accounting procedures, and in terms of
evaluating the effectiveness of its programs.
Government should expect higher education
to set priorities and not seek to establish and

L6 ....regardless of how irritated
we may be sometimes with dis-
tasteful happenings on a uni-
versity campus, trying to con-
trol those activities through
government coercion would be
a mistake..."

fund every program imaginable to the
academic mind. Government should also ex-
pect higher education to make some funda-
mental adjustments if enrollments decrease
and the demand for doctoral degrees drops.

But now let's turn that coin over.
Higher education should expect govern-

ment to have as its goal a continuity' of
reasonable funding and_not expect institu-
tions to operate well on a feast and famine
cycle. Higher education and the public
should expect from government leaders a fair
tax system consistent with the state's re-

sources, and this doesn't necessarily mean
the lowest possible tax system.

In the total appropriations program of gov-
ernment there is an increasing need for legis-
lators to develop a stronger ability, and to
demonstrate a firmer will, to set priorities
based upon the importance of need, This will
pot come easily. It has been so much simpler
for government to cling to the institutional
concept. Once a program has been set in mo-
tion. there has followed an almost automatic
justification for increases year by year to
make it bigger and better. There are forces
now working, such as zero budgeting, per-
formance auditing, and sunset laws. through
which government can better understand
who deserves what, based upon the priority
of serving the public interest. Higher educa-
tion should accept this as wholesome. and
should gear up to make a strong case for
deserving a high priority status in such a
system.

Counterproductive Controversies
In recent years. the trend in government

generally has been to add larger and larger.
and layer upon layer, of staff in providing
more and more government services and
more and more checks and balances in our
three branch systems. At times and places
this has been carried to extremes that have
proved counterproductive for reasons other
than the indefensible tax burden and bad
economics of it.

Staff people have an urge to be adversarial,
often to justify the need for their own survival
and the availability of slots for their assis-
tants. This is a part of the workings of
bureaucracy. But common goals can never be
accomplished without a mutuality of both in-
terest and desire. There is no place for arro-
gance from any source. Conflicting views and
adversarial efforts. when constructive. are
vital to the democratic process. but they can
become of far more hurt than help when irre-
sponsible, duplicative, and unnecessary.

What worries me too is that programs, with
the enormously increased state budgets over
recent years, are becoming over-systematized
and mechanized. In the process we seem to be
achieving a reater measure of detachment
and insulation between those who make pol-
icy, and those who have the _responsibility to
execute it. To the structuralist, this may make
sense. but actually it erodes basic human val-
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Cidl grants for programs of limited duration,
whether in research or in instruction.
Feather-bedding in the academic world is. in
the long run. as self-defeating in universities
as in railroads.

There is too much et stake for all .of us --
academic people. legislators. students, or just
plain citizensto have educational planning
dominated by such a manage in en t- I a bo r
controversy. . -

Sooner or later, all the institutions under
the SREB aegis will be directly involved in
controversy over collective bargaining. SREB
has recognized this. In three recent legislative
work conferences the issues have been fea-
tured in discussions. I think it is important
that out of this sharing of ideas. planning for
the common good will emerge.

In closing. I would like to recall again the
days when we were working on the SREB
Goals Commission program. We had many
different opinions as to the reality of the pres-
ent as well as prospects for the future then. as
now. But we kept .working at it until we did
overcome aersarial positions to agree on a
set of common-goals that we felt would sup-
port a bootstrap operation in higher educa-
tion in our Southland. Those goals we came
to agree on were important to the South in the
1960's. I think they will be important in the
1980's because they say a lot about mutual
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responsibiliti?s and expectations of govern-
ment and higher education. Let me read them
and commend them to you. They are:

To provide every individual with op-
portunities for maximum develop-
ment of his or her abilities;
To produce citizens responsive to the
social. economic:. and political needs
of the time:
To achieve excellence in
scholarship. and research:

E To accelerate the economic progress
of the Southern region through educa-
tion and research;

7_1 To guide the region in solving social
. problems created by population

changes. racial differences, urbaniza-
tion and technological growth.

I submit that these principles are as right
today as they were then. They just needa lit-
tle polish to make them shine better. and a
favorable disposition to put them to best use.

It is traditional with journalists to end a
story with the-symbol 30.

SitE13 is 30 yews old, but the 30 we honor
tonight does not mark an end. In fact the most
singular thing about SREB on this birthday is
that we are looking for new beginnings. new
hope. new determination. to hake the years
ahead the most productive in progress of any
we have ever known.

teaching.
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